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Mini Moog Complete Collection Pack In this collection you get all the hot sounds of this famous keyboard.

Every music producer should have this collection in their library. A must have! The MiniMoog is quite

possibly the most important synthesiser ever made! Before the MiniMoog, there were only modular

synths... vast, sprawling things that cost tens of thousands of dollars, took up an entire room, were

difficult to understand (and operate) and required metres of spaghetti-like patch cords just to get a sound

out of the things. But this all changed with the MiniMoog. Compact and portable and relatively affordable,

it did not require patch cords and sounds could be created quickly and easily even by people unfamiliar

with synthesisers. After the enormous success of Walter Carlos's 'Switched On Bach' albums, everybody

wanted a Moog synthesiser (even the Rolling Stones bought one!!) but Dr Bob Moog was aware of the

fact that his huge modulars were intimidating (and expensive) and sought ways to make this exciting new

technology more accessible. Through close association with the early pioneers such as Carlos, it was

determined that the principle building blocks for almost every sound were an oscillator (or two) into a filter

into an amplifier with pitch controlled from a keyboard and the filter and amplifier controlled (or articulated)

by an envelope generator. Armed with this knowledge, Moog sat down to design a simplified synthesiser

that did not require patchcords but could still offer a lot of tonal flexibility. The result, of course, was the

MiniMoog... the world's first pre-patched synthesiser. compatible with all samplers that use .wav files *

Reason * Fruity Loops * Korg Triton * Yamaha Motif * Roland MV8000/MV8800 * Akai MPC 2000, 3000,

4000, 1000, and 500 * Gigasampler * Sony ACID * Ensoniq ASR-10 & ASRX * Any Sampler that reads

WAVs All samples are in 44.1khz in 16 bit WAV files for any hardware or software sampler that work with

.WAV files. Attention All Customers: Our Products Are Only Available As Digital Download Items. No

Physical Items Are Shipped!
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